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Around 60% of households in U.S. are online and more than half of the population makes use of
online payment services on weekly basis.  As per a leading research company, around 100 million
American internet users spend at least $500 on shopping online every year. This shows that if you
are not selling your business online, you might be missing a significant opportunity to earn revenue.
With advancement in technology, selling online has become much easier, affordable and safer. The
most significant part of online selling is accepting payments online, either for a single transaction or
for multiple transactions. Online payment processing presents a customer the comfort of submitting
their credit card of any other form of payment on your website.

An initial step for your business:

By means of appropriate payment processing tools, the payment is done automatically and you
receive your money without much hassle. Recurring payment processing facilitates you to establish
routine scheduled payment for your customers for multiple transactions. Since there are many
frauds in online payments process, it is very important to ensure that your online store and payment
processing tools are secure. This process requires coordinating the flow of series of transactions
among a complicated network of financial processors and institutions. However the technology has
simplified this payment processing by making an ideal solution, payment process easy, seamless
and secure for both your customers and you also.

Things you should know about online payment processing:

This guide shall provide you with what is required to be known about online payment process:

â€¢	The basics of online payment process

â€¢	The network of payment process

â€¢	The mechanism of payment process

â€¢	Knowledge about frauds which can take place

â€¢	Look for solution of payment process

â€¢	Various payment tools which are reliable, secure and easy to use

â€¢	How to initiate

Elements of online payment process:

Once you have known all the above point, you shall understand the important elements of accepting
online payments. This is the most imperative step in putting your website initiate to work:

â€¢	Credit card association

â€¢	Acquiring bank

â€¢	Authorization
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â€¢	Customer issuing bank

â€¢	Customer Internet merchant account

â€¢	Processor

â€¢	Merchant 

â€¢	Services of payment process

â€¢	Settlement

If you are looking for online payment services, then ensure that they are reliable, flexible and secure
for your business as it is very imperative to take time in investigating and accessing the alternatives
available before you. It is important for the payment process to be reliable and affordable, track and
manage the payments from various payment processors and provide real time credit card
authorization results.  These services must act as a virtual terminal and facilitate offline transactions.
The online payment process should be convenient and provide maximum flexibility besides being
fast and easy to integrate.
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